In this paper, the existence of homoclinic orbits for the second-order Hamiltonian systems without periodicity is studied and infinitely many homoclinic orbits for both superlinear and asymptotically linear cases are obtained.
INTRODUCTION
In this article, we are concerned with the existence of homoclinic orbits of the second-order system = v,H(t,z). A nontrivial solution z of (HS) is said to be homoclinic to zero if z E C2(R,RN), z(t) --) 0 and i-(t) + 0 as ItI -+ oo.
Infinitely Many Homoclinic Orbits for Superlinear Case
We make the following assumptions. From now on, we denote by the letter c the various positive constants where the exact values are irrelevant.
(al) There exists p > 2 such that clzlf ' 5 H,(t,z) . z, V((t, z) E R x RN.
(a2) For anye > 0, there exists C, > 0 such that IH,(t, z)I < ~lzl+C~lzj~-~, In this paper, we do not need the periodicity assumption and consider other kinds of conditions. We can easily give an example which satisfies (ai)-but not (1.2).
Asymptotically Linear Cases
We consider the following conditions. (14 Then (HS) has infinitely many homoclinic orbits.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
We denote by A the self-adjoint . . ,en*}, E+ := span{e,.+r,. . .}. Then E = E-@E" $ E+. We introduce on E the following inner product (z,w) := (IAj1/2z, IA11/2~)2 + (z",wo)2,
Then]).]]
and I] /(o are equivalent. Set
Then Q E Cl(E,R) and the critical points of Q correspond to the homoclinic orbits of (HS).
To prove Theorem 1.1, we shall use the following fountain theorem obtained in [9] . IS ounded. Since E is embedded compactly into LP (p 2 2), then by standard argument, we see that {~~(k)}r=~ h as a strong convergent subsequence, and hence, @ has a critical point Wk with @(wk) E [&k, 91. Consequently, we get infinitely many such that !I?;, IY, (t-n) = 0, @x, (%) -+ ck E [&(a), bk(l)], as n --+ co. We shall prove that {zn} is bounded.
Otherwise, we suppose, up to a subsequence, that /]z,]] -+ co. Assume that z,/((z,(( -w, t~/llznll 2 w*, z~/llznll --'wO. Since (z,+,&) -L(Z;,&) -LPJRh.&dt-J, G,(t, zn). &, dt = 0, where 6, = d]y,,, 4 = Cz"=, sic;. By Condition (bz), (w+, 4) -(w-, $J) -/?s,w. 4dt = 0. If w # 0, we get a contradiction since p $ cr-$$ + L(t)). If w = 0, since @'Jy,,(z,) = 0, we see that 1 = ~~.~~~~-~(&-+H,(t,z,) + (X,zz -z; -zz)dt + 11.~~11~): But Condition (b2) and w = 0 imply that the right-hand side goes to zero, we arrive ati'a contradiction. Therefore, {zn} is bounded. By standard argument, it yields a critical point zk of @ such that @(zk) E [&(2),bk(l)]. since dk(2) ---) o-, we obtain infinitely many critical points. I
